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Climate Change / Hurricane Ian
Hurricane Ian left a path of
destruction in southwest Florida,
trapping people in flooded homes and
shattered buildings

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

3:32 Jorge Ramos in Fort Myers, FL
Jorge Ramos traveled to the disaster area in Fort Myers, Florida and witnesses the
devastation left by Hurricane Ian.

Climate Change
Álvarez joins to explain how climate
change is worsening hurricane
impacts by increasing the intensity
and decreasing the speed at which
they travel

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:00 Ricardo Álvarez, Climate Change expert
Ricardo Álvarez, the former Deputy Director of the International Hurricane Center,
explains why the storms seem so much stronger now and why we are more
vulnerable.

International Politics / Mexico
Mexico's Ministry of National Defense
was hit by a historical cyber-attack of
military records and president AMLO's
health information

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:48 Julián Andrade, Journalist and writer
Journalist Julián Andrade talks about the cyber hack that accessed Mexican
government files and what those files reveal about the health of Mexican President
Andrés Manuel López Obrador.

International Politics              Colombia
and Venezuela reopened cargo
transport at a major border crossing
enabling billions of dollars in trade
after restricted economic ties

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:54 Rodrigo Pardo, Journalist
After seven years, Colombia and Venezuela reopen their shared border. Journalist
and former Colombian Ambassador to Venezuela Rodrigo Pardo explains what is
next for the relations of these two nations.

Health
Healthcare workers quitted their jobs
in large numbers during the COVID-19
pandemic, intensifying an existing
worker shortage in healthcare
professions Dr. Zamora joins to talk
about how immigration can play a key
role in addressing these shortage

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:34 Dr. Rafael Grossman Zamora, MD, FACS, Surgeon
Dr. Rafael Grossman Zamora explains the possibility of attracting help from foreign
doctors in the face of the shortage of health professionals in the United States.

World Entertainment / Hispanic
Heritage Month
Shark Tank investor joins to talk about
the success behind his company and
the importance of sharing empathy
with others

AL PUNTO 10/2/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:21 Daniel Lubetzky, Kind CEO
We talked to the billionaire businessman of Mexican origin about the secret of his
success, the danger to democracy in the U.S and Mexico, and his passion for magic.

U.S Politics / DACA
A U.S. federal appeals court ruled that
the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals program is unlawful Cortes-
Romero joins to talk about this ruling
and how DREAMERS might be
affected

AL PUNTO 10/9/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:33 Luis Cortes-Romero, Immigration Lawyer and DACA Recipient
Cortes-Romero discusses a federal appeals court’s ruling against DACA and what it
means for Dreamers and the future of the program.



International Politics / Mexico
Denise Dresser joins to talk about the
protest in the Zocalo of Mexico City,
where a group of people rejected her
presence

AL PUNTO 10/9/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:56 Denise Dresser, Journalist
Dresser gives her account of being forced to leave a protest at Mexico City’s El
Zócalo after she was verbally accosted by self-described supporters of President
López Obrador.

International Politics
Rep. González-Colón and Prof. Daché
join to talk about the different
approaches that both countries took
in response to the devastating
hurricanes in both islands

AL PUNTO 10/9/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

9:34 Rep. Jenniffer González-Colón; Amalia Daché, Professor, University of
Pennsylvania
González-Colón and Daché describe the situations on the ground in Puerto Rico and
Cuba respectively after Hurricanes Fiona and Ian left both islands without reliable
power.

U.S Politics
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott has been in
the national spotlight over his busing
of migrants from Texas to Democrat-
run states and cities across the
country

AL PUNTO 10/9/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:11 Greg Abbott, Republican Governor of Texas
In an exclusive interview with Univision, Governor Abbott addresses his
controversial busing of migrants to Democratic states.

World Entertainment
Escandón joins to talk about her new
adaptation of the book "L.A Weather"
which is a Latinx family melodrama set
in Los Angeles, CA

AL PUNTO 10/9/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:30 María Amparo Escandón, Author
Escandón discusses the recently released Spanish-language version of her New York
Times Bestselling book “L.A. Weather”

U.S Politics
An anonymously leaked recording of
racist remarks and political scheming
has put on spotlight the Latino
leadership in Los Angeles

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:11 Antonio Villaraigosa, Former Mayor of Los Angeles
Villaraigosa reacts to racist comments made by members of the Los Angeles City
Council.

U.S Politics
Williams joins to talk abou the leaked
recording of L.A City Council members
and what this means for the future of
the Latino + Black communities

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:32 Janvieve Williams, Founder and current Executive Director, AfroResistance
Williams gives us her perspective on what the racist comments made by members
of the Los Angeles City Council mean for the Afro-Latino community.

International Politics / Mexico
Journalist Elena Chávez recounts what
she lived closely with AMLO and talks
about her new book which brought to
light political betrayals, corruption,
labor abuses and authoritarianism in
the close circle of the current Mexican
President AMLO

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:07 Elena Chávez, Author “El Rey del Cash”
Chávez discusses her book, which alleges that Mexican president Andrés Manuel
López Obrador funded his election campaigns with cash.

U.S Politics / Immigration
The new bill introduced by Sen. Padilla
seeks a pathway to citizenship for
millions of illegal immigrants

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:47 Sen. Alex Padilla, (D-CA)
Senator Padilla tells us about the immigration bill he introduced to broaden legal
pathway to citizenship and reacts to the latest hearing from the Jan. 6 committee.



Health / Breast Cancer Journalist
After seven months after being
diagnosed with Breast cancer, the
journalist Lourdes del Rio joins to talk
about her jouney and talks about the
way in how she is winning the battle

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:20 Lourdes del Rio, Univision News Correspondent
During Breast cancer awareness month, Univision News correspondent Lourdes del
Rio shares how she has faced the disease after the diagnosis.

World Entertainment
Stand-up comedian joins to talk about
his comedy which deals with the
adventures and nuances of foreigners
immigrating to new countries

AL PUNTO 10/16/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:07 George Harris, Comedian
One of the most important comedians in Latin America shares his trajectory and
how his experience as an immigrant has served to connect and make his audience
laugh.

U.S Politics
Texas Republican Mayra Flores, who
flipped a long-held Democratic House
seat joins to talk about her plan and
the importance of the Latino vote in
the midterms elections

AL PUNTO 10/23/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:16 Rep. Mayra Flores, (R-TX)
Freshman Congresswoman Flores describes her plan to defy the polls and win a
Democrat-held Texas border district.

International Politics / Mexico
Trafficking of U.S-sourced firearms
into Mexico has been catalogized as a
security threat, as it facilitates the
illegal drug trade and has been linked
to organized crime

AL PUNTO 10/23/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:23 Alejandro Celorio, Legal Advisor, Mexican Foreign Ministry
Celorio explains the reasoning behind a new lawsuit filed by the Mexican
government against arms dealers in the U.S.

U.S Politics Los Angeles
Councilmember Kevin de León talked
with Leon Krauzed and said that he
won't resign despite the fallout of a
leaked audio in which he and two
other councilmembers made racist
comments

AL PUNTO 10/23/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

8:39 Kevin de León, Councilman, Los Angeles City Council
De León says he plans to remain on the L.A. City Council despite calls for his
resignation amidst controversy over recently leaked racist comments.

U.S Politics / Immigration
Estela Juarez was only 9 years old
when her mother was deported to
Mexico and now has published a
children's book with which she hopes
to change US immigration policies

AL PUNTO 10/23/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:26 Estela Juárez, Author, “Until Someone Hears Me”; Alejandra Juárez, Estela’s
Mother
Estela Juárez and her mother Alejandra share their immigrant story marked by
family separation and discuss the children’s book their experience inspired.

World Entertainment
Nominated for two Latin Grammy
Garrido joins to talk about her passion
for flamenco dance and her new
documentary “"Bailaora, My Feet Are
My Voice"

AL PUNTO 10/23/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

7:10 Siudy Garrido, Flamenco Dancer and Choreographer
Garrido discusses her new documentary "Bailaora, My Feet Are My Voice" and
shares a special performance on the Al Punto set.



U.S Politics / Midterm Elections
Republican analyst join to talk about
the critical importance of the Latino
Vote in the midterm elections and
how it could determine the balance of
power in Congress

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:40 Al Cárdenas, Republican Analyst
Republican analyst Al Cárdenas explains why more Hispanic voters are moving away
from the Democratic party.

U.S Politics / Midterm Elections   Sen.
Cortez Masto joins to talks about how
the Nevada midterm elections this
year could do more than determine
which party holds the majority in the
Senate

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

6:21 Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto, (D) Nevada
Cortez Masto discusses her reelection campaign against Republican challenger
Adam Laxalt in one of the nation’s tightest Senate races.

International Politics / Mexico
Former President Fox joins to talk
about why Mexico has become
notorious as one of the most
dangerous places in the world and the
way in how Andrés Manuel López
Obrador is leading the country

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:05 Vicente Fox, Former President of Mexico
Jorge Ramos sits down one-on-one with former President Vicente Fox who talks
about the danger of democracy ending in Mexico and the increased power of
Morena.

Immigration
Amid record Venezuelans arrivals,
Biden administration announced a
new border expulsion policy

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

2:00 Pedro Ultreras, Univision News Correspondent
Univision News correspondent Pedro Ultreras reports on the situation at the U.S.-
Mexico border, where a growing number of Venezuelan migrants are being sent
back to Mexico.

Immigration
Biden administration's new policy has
reduced illegal crossing by
Venezuelans, but it has angered
immigration and human-rights
advocates

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:45 Cecilia Muñoz, Co-President of Welcome.US
Muñoz tells us how the organization called Welcome.US is starting to help
Venezuelan migrants stranded in Mexico after U.S. border policy changes.

World Entertainment
González Iñárritu joins to talk about
his new project "Bardo" which
explores identity and immigration

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

4:10 Alejandro González Iñárritu, Mexican filmmaker and screenwriter
The Mexican director talks about his new film, Bardo, which explores the feeling
faced by many immigrants trying to figure out where exactly they belong.

World Entertainment
Veteran broadcaster in sports Jaime
Jarrín talks about his journey as the
Spanish-language voice of Los Angeles
and shares details about his new role

AL PUNTO 10/30/2022 SUNDAYS
11:00AM

5:09 Jaime Jarrín, Former Official Spanish-Language Announcer of the Los Angeles
Dodgers
The legendary Spanish-language voice of the Los Angeles Dodgers, Jaime Jarrín,
tells us about his retirement after six-plus decades.


